Support the KURDS in the liberated Syrian areas

Help Build an Organic Agricultural College in Kobané
Vast areas of the North
Western Syria/Rojava, have
been liberated from ISIS by
the Kurdish population,
though with massive sacrifices. These areas very much
needs to be reconstructed.
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A group of Danish organic farmers sympathizers and Kurds has in August
2015 founded an organization to develop an Organic Agriculturel College
project in cooperation with The International Kurdish Coordination Comity
“Reconstruction Board of Kobané”.
The goals are:


To build a small organic agriculturel college in the Rojava province.



To develop an international organic farming education in the Kurdish
language.



To include an exchange of knowledge about work environment,
renewable energy, organic building materials and cooperatives.



To produce organic food to be sold localy from the school.

The education will be developed as an international organic farming
education in cooperation with Kalø Økologiske Landbrugsskole in Denmark
(Kalø Organic Agricultural College) and the
Kurdish authorities. Attempts will be made to
collect
raise funding internationally so that the Kurdish
scholars can attend a semester in Denmark.

All funds are controlled by “Økologisk Rojava” Denmark (“Organic
Rojava”) and will flow uncut towards the establishing of the organic
agricultural college and other related projects in the province of Rojava.
More info about the project on our website: www.eco-rojava.dk
Please join the Support association “Økologisk Rojava” by donating 200
Danish kr./27 € per 6 month, or another amount to this Danish bank
account in “Merkur Andelskasse”, Reg. 8401 kto 1268160.
www.merkur.dk .
The project is supported by:
Sammenslutningen af Kurdiske foreninger i Danmark (FEYKURD), Kobane
støttefond, Christian Juhl MP (Red/Green alliance) Spokesperson for
development, Søren Søndergård MP (Red/green alliance), Kurdistan group,
Finn Sørensen MP (Red/green alliance) Spokesperson for work related
matters, and more people. Novo Nordisk Staf foundation.

Contakt:
Jørgen Holst, Tlf: (0045) 71 78 46 65. Jholst4@outlook.dk , Organic farmer

